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let there
be light

KITCHEN/DINING The crowning glory of Jillian’s kitchen is an Ilve Nostalgie gas stove with bronze hardware. For the cabinetry, she went with a hand-painted
poly finish in Dulux Blue Metal. The Hermes-marble splashback from Euro Marble pairs neatly with the Flex marble dining table from Coco Republic. Knoll ‘Cesca’
chairs, Dedece. Face bowl (on table), Alex and Trahanas. Glass vessels, Maison Balzac. Various sculptures from Clae Studio, Curatorial+Co and The DEA Store.
ENTRY (opposite) Jillian chose mural-style Etched Arcadia wallpaper from Anthropologie. Hampton pendant, The Montauk Lighting Co. Arc sconce, West Elm.

cheat sheet

Interior designer Jillian Dinkel faced an
unexpected challenge when she and her partner
bought an ‘uninhabitable’ home near the beach
WORDS DAN F STAPLETON PHOTOGRAPHY PABLO VEIGA STYLING KERRIE-ANN JONES

FLOWERS FROM HERMETICA

Who lives here Jillian Dinkel, a residential
interior designer; her husband Kevin, a stock
trader; and their daughter Delilah, 10 months;
plus Miller, an Italian greyhound.
Style of home A freestanding 1904 Federation
home in Sydney that has been sub-divided
into four separate dwellings. The couple owns
the largest one, with street frontage.
The couple purchased the property
in September 2018 and began their
four-month renovation in early 2019.
A figure close to $400,000, based on
$$$$
Jillian’s great project management.
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“The kitchen is ‘modern
Victorian meets Brooklyn
brownstone’. Having an
in-kitchen eating area is
great for small dinner parties”
JILLIAN DINKEL, INTERIOR DESIGNER/OWNER

P

rofessional interior designer Jillian Dinkel and

her husband Kevin had just purchased a fixerupper in Manly on Sydney’s northern beaches
when the pair received some surprising news.
“Two days after we signed the documents,
I found out I was pregnant with our first child,”
says Jillian. “That was not exactly our intention.”
Jillian, who grew up in the US, had been planning to spend
about a year overhauling the home – one half of the grand
ground floor of a subdivided Federation house – before hopefully
moving in with a newborn. Now, with the clock ticking, she
and Kevin had to ready the nest in half that time. And there was
plenty of work to be done. “The house had been neglected for
decades and was in a state that no one would say yes to but me,”
Jillian explains. “It was dark and damp and mildewy, and stank
from before you reached the front door. It was, as the bank
labelled it when we purchased, ‘uninhabitable’.”
Yet something about the home spoke to Jillian, whose
eponymous design agency specialises in restoring historic
properties. “It just screamed potential,” she says. “It had these
beautiful wedding-cake cornices that were still mostly intact.
When we first saw the place, I just knew I had to take it on.”
Approaching her second trimester, Jillian sprang into action,
completely redesigning the home in six weeks. “We didn’t have
time for a DA, so we were working within the original envelope
and really just repurposing rooms and putting up walls to section
off some places,” she says. That doesn’t mean the structural
modifications were minor. “We took it from a two-bedroom
one-bath to a three-bedroom two-bath. Every single room
changed function from what it was when I purchased it.”
Key to the changes was moving the living areas from the rear
of the home, which faces west, to the eastern-facing front.
“I reconfigured the floor plan to take advantage of the beautiful
giant windows on the eastern boundary of the property because
that side gets the most amazing sunrises and a little bit of an
ocean glimpse,” says Jillian. What was originally the main
bedroom became the kitchen, with a generous open-plan
kitchen/dining/living area created by removing a wall between
the new kitchen and the room behind it. Additional north-facing
windows have brought even more natural light into the space.
KITCHEN Anchoring the room is a kitchen island designed by Jillian with an Hermes-marble top, walnut-veneer sides and an aged-brass trim. The tan-leather
Drexel bar stools by Coco Republic are a playful addition to the sophisticated space. Above the island are Thomas O’Brien ‘Hicks’ antique-brass pendant lights
from Montauk Lighting Co. Untitled Landscape II oil painting (on mantel) by Theresa Hunt, through Curatorial+Co. Ceramics on mantel from Clae Studio, Rachel
Saunders and The DEA Store. Lumière candle, The Vignette Room. Small bowl (on island), The DEA Store. Floral arrangments, Hermetica Flowers.
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Behind the living space are three bedrooms (the largest with
an ensuite) plus an additional bathroom, and at the rear of the
property is a laundry. Linking them is a grand hallway running
almost the full length of the party wall. Jillian had considered
narrowing the hall to maximise the family’s living space, but
scrapped the idea because of her shortened timeline. “Instead,”
she says, “I decided to make a really dramatic statement with it.”
Jillian opted for a marble-tiled entryway and a striking blue,
black and white colour scheme, enhanced by arresting forestthemed wallpaper. “Being in that hallway, with its navy-blue
wainscoting and dramatic wallpaper and wall sconces hung really
high up, it just envelopes you and creates a mood all of its own,”
she says. “Now there’s a real sense of arrival. When we have
friends over for dinner, they step right into this forest and it’s
a dramatic start to our evening of entertaining.”
By early May 2019, work on the property was finished. A few
days later, on May 10, Jillian and Kevin welcomed their baby
daughter, Delilah, into the world. She came home to the nursery
her parents had prepared earlier, in a traditional American style.
After working on dozens of houses for clients, Jillian says
designing her own home gave her an opportunity to do things
differently. “I was able to really experiment and get creative
because it was my own,” she says, citing decisions such as painting
the main bedroom black and having an unusual layout in the ensuite.
Jillian and Kevin love the idea of raising Delilah in a
characterful home with a somewhat mysterious past. “Its
quirkiness and knocked-about historical details tell a million
possible tales,” she says. “We’re honoured to add to that story.”
Find out more about Jillian’s design philosophy at jilliandinkel.com
FIREPLACE Jillian at the hearth of her home. Glass vase (on mantel) and black-and-white glass bowl, Maison Balzac. Humble Matter ‘HDR’ vessel, Curatorial+Co.
Books, Opus Design. HALLWAY Another view of the elegant Anthropologie wallpaper, through an arch Jillian created to complement the ornate one in the hall.
LIVING (opposite) Contrasting materials and textures give this space an inviting feel. The marble coffee table was a vintage find from Vinnies. Sofa, Camerich.
Armchair, Cult. Cushions, Sheridan. Above the original marble fireplace is The Frame, a Samsung television that doubles as an artwork. Rug, Armadillo & Co.
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Unusually, the walls and ceiling
of the main bedroom are
painted black, a blue-based
Dulux shade called Klavier. “As
the room already had two large
windows, natural light wasn’t
a problem so this was a great
opportunity to experiment,”
says Jillian. “The resulting space
is a really inviting cocoon that
makes getting out of bed even
harder than before.”
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MAIN BEDROOM The home’s most dramatic room is also the most minimal. Here and throughout the home, Jillian had the original kauri-pine floorboards
sanded and stained with a light-grey wash and a matt sealant. Bed frame, Pottery Barn. Quilt cover, Cultiver. Amara side table, GlobeWest. Mirror, a custom piece.
ENSUITE (opposite) Reflected in the mirrored cabinets is the luxurious double shower. Jillian bought the 1920s leadlight window from an antique store. Vanity,
Hermes marble. Steel-frame partitions, Architectural Installations. Wall and floor tiles, Surface Gallery. Trapeze lights, Criteria Collection. Towel, Sheridan.

VASE, MAISON BALZAC. CANDLE, THE DEA STORE. FLOWERS, HERMETICA FLOWERS

bright idea
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LAUNDRY Miller stands watch over the laundry. Light fixtures, Beacon Lighting. Cobblestone floor tiles, Surface Gallery. The benchtop is Carrara marble.
NURSERY (opposite left) Baby Delilah’s room was kitted out for her arrival. The cot is from Pottery Barn and painted to suit the scheme. Bookshelves (also
painted by Jillian), Ikea. Light fitting, The Montauk Lighting Co. Carpet, Cavalier Bremworth. ENSUITE (opposite right) Shooting from the side reveals the wall’s
subtle white tiles from Surface Gallery. The taps are from Astra Walker. White-framed artwork by Australian photographer Richard Bailey.

lessons learnt
“I would never advise a
client to rush a timeline”
JILLIAN DINKEL, INTERIOR DESIGNER/OWNER

“We didn’t have as much time as I would usually
allow, so I ended up having to problem-solve with
my tradies on site. That meant there was more
stress than we ideally would have liked. Normally,
I would have figured out all those things before
any tradies passed through the door.”

CLOCKWISE Calacatta gold
marble, POA, Euro Marble.
Thonet ‘S32’ dining chair by
Marcel Breuer, $1785, Anibou.
I Think I Have Done Everything
That Is Possible To Do artwork
by Antonia Mrljak, $1550,
Becker Minty. Jean vase, $159,
and Pomponette bowl, $79,
Maison Balzac. &Tradition ‘Little
Petra’ armchair, $10,100, Cult.
Scott copper handle, $34.95,
Schots Home Emporium.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT SOURCING: NATE VELLA

GREAT FINDS
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